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sbir phase i:tie down patterns design and simulation for the next generation combat vehicle. develop and demonstrate the feasibility of an innovative software for a
handheld device that can display multiple unique aircraft loading spaces and aircraft tie down locations, measure and input unique cargo dimensions and locations
within the aircraft, and calculate restraint provided by tie down provisions. exhibit capability to display clg publications and use a notepad and calculator tool within
the software. establish performance goals and approach for phase ii with emphasis on user interface and generation of optimized tie down patterns. 1. the scope of
this effort includes: software development for handheld device (web enabled and/or mobile device) that displays multiple unique aircraft loading spaces and aircraft
tie down locations, measures and inputs unique cargo dimensions and locations within the aircraft, and calculates restraint provided by tie down provisions. a must

be applicable to the next generation combat vehicle, and deliver all capabilities (including user interface, database structure, mathematics, and graphics) for
acquisition of tie down patterns information. the system must be flexible to allow for the integration of additional clg publications and enhanced tie down patterns. 2.
prototype plans to be developed under phase ii. design and development of the handheld device (web enabled and/or mobile device) will be accomplished in parallel

to tie down patterns design and simulation for the next generation combat vehicle. 3. the following deliverables will be produced: 1. tie down patterns design and
simulation for the next generation combat vehicle -- software prototype for handheld device that displays multiple unique aircraft loading spaces and aircraft tie
down locations, measures and inputs unique cargo dimensions and locations within the aircraft, and calculates restraint provided by tie down provisions. display
capability to display clg publications and use a notepad and calculator tool within the software. tie down patterns design and simulation for the next generation
combat vehicle -- detailed, executable tie down pattern design and simulation model. tie down patterns design and simulation for the next generation combat

vehicle -- test strategy and simulation model. 4. tie down patterns design and simulation for the next generation combat vehicle -- tie down pattern library. 5. tie
down patterns library for the next generation combat vehicle. 6. tie down patterns for the next generation combat vehicle. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 5ec8ef588b
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